Abstract Since Briec developed a family of the least distance based inefficiency measures satisfying weak monotonicity over weakly efficient frontier, the existence of a least distance based efficiency measure satisfying strong monotonicity on the strongly efficient frontier is still an open problem. This paper gives a negative answer to the open problem and its relaxed open problem. Modifying Briec's inefficiency measures gives an alternative solution to the relaxed open problem, that can be used for theoretical and practical applications.
Introduction
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) provides not only the efficiency score of each Decision Making Unit (DMU) but also a target to improve the efficiency of the DMU. The efficient frontier E is a subset of production possibility set T and any activity of the efficient frontier can not improve any input and output levels without worsening some others. Therefore, any improvement target must be located in the efficient frontier.
Identification of the improvement target in the efficient frontier depends on DEA models that are formulated as mathematical programming problems with some variables, an objective function and some constraints. Generally speaking, DEA models are classified into two groups, radial type and non-radial type. The radial type models (e.g., CCR: Charnes et al. [7] , and BCC: Banker et al. [4] ) originated from the Debreu-Farrell measure [10] , which is an efficiency measure identifying an improvement target on the boundary E w of T . Therefore, the Debreu-Farrell measure may identify the target on E w \ E, while CCR and BCC adopt the two stage approach, the first stage to measure the efficiency score and the second stage to find the target on E. However, as is well known, the efficiency (inefficiency) score of the radial type measure does not satisfy the axiom of strong monotonicity which states that the efficiency (inefficiency) score strictly increases when any output (input) increases or any input (output) decreases.
Non-radial DEA models are mainly developed with the aim of satisfying the strong monotonicity axiom. Some non-radial type DEA models are one step approach that simultaneously finds the improvement target on E and measures the efficiency score. For example, a non-radial DEA model, RAM (range-adjusted measure) developed by Cooper et al. [8] , defines the difference between 1 and its optimal value as its efficiency measure, which satisfies the strong monotonicity axiom under an assumption that the worst observed-data of input and output are constant. Therefore, the optimal value of RAM is an inefficiency measure satisfying the strong monotonicity axiom. In addition to strong monotonicity, RAM has various desirable properties such as unit invariance (the efficiency score is not influenced by units in which inputs and outputs are measured) and translation invariance (the efficiency score is not influenced by a change in the origin of coordinate values).
Briec [5] proposes a family of least distance based inefficiency measures under arbitrary p norm. Since the difference between 1 and the efficiency score is defined as an inefficiency measure, the whole of inefficiency measures includes any efficiency measures. In fact, Briec [5] shows that the Debreu-Farrell measure is reduced to the least distance based inefficiency measure generated by incorporating a weighted matrix into Briec's inefficiency measure specified as p = ∞. Therefore, his inefficiency measure satisfies weak monotonicity, that is, the inefficiency (efficiency) score does not decrease when an input (output) does not decrease or an output (input) does not increase in contrast to strong monotonicity. Moreover, his inefficiency measure may find the target on E w . Two properties, weak monotonicity and the target existence on E w , of his inefficiency measure can be stated as the definition of Pastor and Aparicio's [15] efficiency measure. An efficiency measure satisfying weak (strong) monotonicity and identifying the target on E is called weak (strong) monotonicity over the strongly efficient frontier.
Is there a least distance based efficiency measure satisfying strong monotonicity over the strongly efficient frontier? Recently, Baek and Lee [3] propose a least distance based efficiency measure by combining RAM and Briec's inefficiency measure for p = 2. Furthermore, they assert that their least distance based efficiency measure satisfies strong monotonicity over the strongly efficient frontier. Pastor and Aparicio [15] disprove this assertion by giving a counterexample and they pose a question: " it is still an open problem whether there exists an efficiency measure based on closest targets which satisfies strong monotonicity on the strong efficient frontier."
The present study gives a negative answer to the open problem and its relaxed problem " whether there exists an inefficiency measure based on closest targets which satisfies weak monotonicity on the strongly efficient frontier." Furthermore, we show that weak monotonicity on the strongly efficient frontier is satisfied by a family of inefficiency measures on arbitrary p norm by slightly modifying Briec's least distance based inefficiency measure. The slight modification is to incorporate slack variables into Briec's least distance based inefficiency measure. A priori information and additive constraints can be flexibly incorporated into our inefficiency measure. For example, by adding the convexity constraint into the inefficiency measure, we develop a least distance based inefficiency measure under the assumption of Variable Return to Scales (VRTS), which satisfies weak monotonicity over the strongly efficient frontier for arbitrary p norm. The developed inefficiency measure is applied to teamwork effectiveness ranking of undergraduate student groups, which is difficult to accept as an improvement target of decreasing inputs from the viewpoint of education. Our inefficiency measure by adding constraints of non-decreasing inputs satisfies weak monotonicity over the strongly efficient frontier for arbitrary p norm.
An improvement target attaining the least distance is referred to as a shortest path or closest target, whose calculation and application are studied in [2, 3, 12, 14] . Since our inefficiency measure satisfies weak monotonicity on the strongly efficient frontier, we can find potential rank reversal in the existing applications [3, 12] . Aparicio et al. [2] develop a mixed integer programming (MIP) approach for finding the least distance improvement target under implicit representation of efficient face. Our inefficiency measure can be incorporated into the MIP model by adding slack variables. Gonzalez et al. [14] propose enumerating efficient faces as a preprocessor for finding the shortest path, which plays the same role in our inefficiency measure.
Limitation of Least Distance Based Inefficiency Measures
We assume that there are J decision-making units (DMUs), each DMU j (j = 1, . . . , J) of which transforms N inputs
Here, R L ++ denotes the positive orthant of the L dimensional space. Under several assumptions including a convex technology with freely disposable inputs and outputs, DEA considers a production possibility set T ≡ {(x, y) | x can produce y} .
Following the works by Afrait [1] , Charnes et al. [7] and Banker et al. [4] , T is traditionally formulated as the minimal weakly monotonic convex hull (conical hull) containing all DMUs.
The weakly efficient frontier of T is defined by
The strongly efficient frontier of T is defined by
The various measures of inefficiency appear in the literature in Operations Research and Economics [4, 8, 13, 18] . An inefficiency measure is a real-valued function f defined on T which satisfies some desirable properties such as Axiom A: (x, y) ∈ E if and only if f (x, y) = 0. Axiom B: For any (x, y) ∈ T , 0 ≤ f (x, y).
Note that these axioms for inefficiency measure f are essentially equal to that for efficiency measure given in [4, 8, 11, 16] . Axioms A and B correspond to a part of efficiency requirement of efficiency measure discussed in [4, 8, 11] and Axiom C does to monotonicity of efficiency measure [16] . If an inefficiency measure f satisfies Axioms A, B and C and it has an upper bound 1, then we have 0 ≤ f (x, y) ≤ 1 for all (x, y) ∈ T and the difference
satisfies efficiency requirement and the efficiency measure properties corresponding to Axioms A, B and C. In fact, both RAM and Debreu-Farrell measure are defined by the same manner as (2.3). Let ∥z∥ p be the p-norm: 5) which is called the Hölder distance function by [5] . The Hölder distance function is a natural extension of the classical profit function based efficiency measure [1, 9] . Furthermore, Debreu-Farrell measure [10] , min {θ
, is a special case of a weighted Hölder distance function [5] . However, a family of Hölder distance functionsf p does not satisfy Axiom A because f p (x,ŷ) = 0 for all weakly efficient activity (x,ŷ) ∈ E w . The Debreu-Farrell measure also violates Axiom A. Consider variants of Axioms A and C:
The measure f satisfying the pair of Axioms A' and C (A and C') is called weakly (strongly) monotonic over E w (E). Briec [5] shows that a family of Hölder distance functions is an inefficient measure f p satisfying weak monotonicity over E w . However, the evolution of DEA from radial type to non-radial type gives a question whether there exists an inefficiency measure satisfying strong monotonicity over E.
From the viewpoint of efficiency measure, Baek and Lee [3] develop a new least distance based efficiency measure by combining RAM and a kind of inefficiency measure
and they assert that the new efficiency measure satisfies strong monotonicity over E. Pastor and Aparicio [15] , however, show that their assertion is not true by giving an input-output data where weak monotonicity over E is not satisfied by the new efficiency measure. That is, the inefficiency measure of (2.6) does not satisfy Axiom C nor C'. Furthermore, Pastor and Aparicio [15] wonder if Briec's assertion, weak monotonicity over E w of f p , can be extended into strong one over E and they give an open problem whether there exists an efficiency measure based on closest points which satisfies strong monotonicity over E (see p. 397 in [15] ).
By extending the inefficiency measure of (2.6) into arbitrary p norm, a new family of a least distance based inefficiency measures is defined as
for any p ∈ [1, ∞] . The inefficiency measure of (2.6) isf 2 . We will show a counterexample in Table 1 to the problem on strong monotonicity over E of a family off p .
where 0 is the zero vector of an appropriate dimension. The production possibility set T c corresponding to the input-output data of Table 1 has the strongly efficient frontier
and it follows from (x 2 , y 2 ) ∈ E and (x 4 ,
Therefore, it follows from (2.10) and (2.11) thatf
We have seen that Table 1 gives a counterexample to the problem on the production possibility set T under the assumption of constant returns to scale (CRTS). By adding a condition ∑ J j=1 λ j = 1 into T c defined by (2.8), DEA assumes the following production possibility set under variable returns to scale (VRTS):
(2.12) Table 1 dropping the third input x 3 and the second output y 2 will be a counterexample of the problem under VRTS. In fact, 4 DMUs with two inputs and one output, (x 1 , y 1 ) = (1, 1, 10), (x 2 , y 2 ) = (5, 5, 10.5), (x 3 , y 3 ) = (2, 4, 10) and (x 4 , y 4 ) = (5, 5, 10) form a production possibility set and the efficient frontier under VRTS as follows: respectively. Since (x 4 , −y 4 ) ≥ (x 3 , −y 3 ), the least distance from (x 3 , y 3 ) to E must not be greater than that from (x 4 , y 4 ) to E. However, we have
and it follows from (x 2 , y 2 ) ∈ E and (
Due to the counterexample, a family of least distance based inefficiency measuresf p does not satisfy weak monotonicity over E, and hence, the data of 4 DMUs with two inputs and one output is a negative answer to the problem under VRTS. For decreasing or increasing returns to scale (
, we can show that Table 1 plays a role of a negative answer to the problem as well. Proposition 2.1. There exists an input-output data where neither strong nor weak monotonicity over E is satisfied by a family off p . Both additive model and RAM model are reduced to an inefficiency measure under VRTS and additive constraints x ′ ≤ x and y ′ ≥ y for (x ′ , y ′ ) ∈ E. By adding the constraints
It follows from (2.13), (2.14), (
is not an effective way to have weak monotonicity over E. Whenf p xy is defined under any assumption of constant, decreasing or increasing returns to scale, it follows from (2.10) and (2.11) that Table 1 gives a negative answer to the open problem. Proposition 2.2. There exists an input-output data where neither strong nor weak monotonicity over E is satisfied by a family off p xy .
An Axiomatic Revision of Least Distance Based Inefficiency Measures
is a subset of T whose activity is dominated by (x, y). For any activity (x,ȳ) ∈ D(x, y),x can producē y by the same technology as that of (x, y). The inefficiency measuref p (x, y) is the least 
By the definition of the norm ∥ · ∥ p , a family of the least distance based inefficiency measureŝ f p satisfies Axioms A and B. Axiom C is also valid forf
Proposition 3.1. A family of least distance based inefficiency measuresf p satisfies weak monotonicity over E.
Russell [17] suggests that inefficiency and efficiency measures should be independent of the units in which the input and output variables are measured. We refer to this property as the units invariance. All of f p ,f p andf p are not unit invariance. The unit invariance is satisfied by a class of directional distance based inefficiency measures including the DebreuFarrell measure [10] . The inefficiency measure class narrows down the production possibility set T to R N +M ++ . This section considers
as the domain of least distance inefficiency measures and discusses weak monotonicity and unit invariance over T + .
For any (x, y) ∈ T + , we extend an inefficiency measuref p into its weighted version as follows:
where
] .
By using an illustrative example, we show the difference among f p ,f p ,f p andf wp . The example consists of 4 DMUs with 2 inputs and 1 output whose data is listed in Table 2 . Under the assumption of variable returns to scale, we draw the production possibility set in the 3 dimensional space which is given in Figure 1 . We choose p = 1 and calculate the efficiency scores of DMU a by using four types of measures, f 1 ,f 1 ,f 1 andf w1 . Table 3 reports these scores and corresponding optimal solutions (x ′ * , y ′ * ) and (x * ,ŷ * ). Their optimal targets (x ′ * , y ′ * ) are different each other as seen in Table 3 . Figure 1 also illustrates the difference among optimal targets and (3/2, 10, 3) ∈ D(x a , y a ) . 
where e is the vector of all ones of an appropriate dimension. A family of weighted versionŝ f wp satisfies both Axioms A and B. Moreover, it is unit invariant.
Proposition 3.3.
A family of weighted distance based inefficiency measuresf wp satisfies weak monotonicity over E. Moreover, a family off wp is unit invariant. 
First, we consider the case when
Therefore, it follows from (3.4) and (3.5) that
Next, we consider the case when
otherwise.
It follows from x
′ ∈ R N + thatd x ≥ 0, and hence, ((
Briec [5] shows that the Debreu-Farrell measure can be seen as the weighted distance based inefficiency measure
Let us denote f w∞ (x, y) by DF(x, y). Replacing E w of (3.7) with E, we consider
and denote it by DF E (x, y). As proved in [5] , DF satisfies weak monotonicity over E w . Table 4 shows that DF E does not satisfy weak monotonicity over E whilef w∞ does. Note that 
Copyright c ⃝ by ORSJ. Unauthorized reproduction of this article is prohibited. Table 1 is also a counterexample to a weak monotonicity over E of a family off wp . In fact, we havē
and it follows that
Therefore, the following proposition holds from (3.10) and (3.11):
Proposition 3.4. There exists an input-output data where neither weak nor strong monotonicity over E is satisfied by a family off wp .
The inefficiency measuref wp is bounded as follows: 
It follows from (3.13) that 
Proof. The assertions hold from Propositions 3.3 and 3.5.
Some Variants from Theoretical and Practical Applications
This section shows theoretical and practical applications off p andf wp given in Section 3. The first part of the section develops a variant off p satisfying the same properties as RAM [8] . The last part appliesf wp into ranking the team effectiveness in an educational program.
RAM type variant of efficiency measure
Consider a production possibility set T v under VRTS and let 
The efficiency measure RAM is defined by
for (x, y) ∈ T v and f (x, y) = RAM(x, y) satisfies the following three properties: Property A": (x, y) ∈ E if and only if f (x, y) = 1.
Properties B" and C" would not be satisfied by RAM if we replaced Ω(X, Y ) with T v (see details in p. 778 of [20] ). The weight matrix Γ makes RAM unit invariant, furthermore, VRTS type of the production possibility set T v makes it translation invariant. Since an optimal solution of max {∥((
Baek and Lee [3] modify (4.1) into a least distance based measure
However, BL satisfies neither Property C" nor its weakened property:
The VRTS type production possibility set generated by
Then, the efficiency measure BL(x, y) is
The efficiency measure BL is essentially equal tof p (x, y) with p = 2 and E = E γ . Therefore, Proposition 2.1 means that BL does not satisfy Property D. On the other hand, consider an efficiency measure 
we will show thatf
is unit invariant and translation invariant and f p (x γ , y γ ) satisfies the following three conditions:
Properties A", B" and D correspond to Pa, Pb and Pc, respectively. From the definition of Γ and VRTS type production possibility set {(x, y)Γ | (x, y) ∈ T v },f p is unit invariant and translation invariant.
Choose any (x γ , y γ ) ∈ Ω γ (X, Y ), arbitrarily. It follows from the definition of (3.1) that f p satisfies Pa and 0 ≤f p (x γ , y γ ). Proposition 3.1 and Therefore, it follows from (4.5) that
4.2.
A side-constrained inefficiency measure for target identification and efficiency ranking of group activity in an education program Department of Systems Engineering in Shizuoka University has a compulsory subject, called " Program Contest," where all the second year undergraduate students in the department are divided into groups consisting of four or five members and each group develops a solver for the traveling salesman problem by using programming language C and web-application technique. Each group competes in the computational performance race and presentation contest for his/her algorithmic strategy. Group study outcomes are ranked in the race and the presentation contest.
It is very hard to fairly divide all students into groups by programming achievement and skill level of web application. A group whose members have high levels of the achievements and the skills is easy to get top rankings in the race and the contest. On the other hand, a group consisting of members with low level of the achievements or the skills is hard to get noticeable results in either the race or the contest. The group consisting of members with low level of the achievements or the skills is difficult to stay motivated to compete with other groups. A way to let every student in the class stay motivated is to evaluate teamwork effectiveness of each group, that is, to rank groups in the viewpoint of two outcomes based on the achievements and the skills.
To do so, we regard each group in the class as a decision making unit that transforms the two inputs: the total programming achievement level and the total web-application skill into the two outputs: the score of the race and the score of the presentation. Then, we evaluate the teamwork effectiveness of each group by the least distance based inefficiency measure so that we can provide each group with an improvement target, which is also useful for the teaching staffs to give the group members some comments or suggestions.
The programming achievement level of a student is measured by the score of a prerequisite subject for the program contest "Fundamentals of Computer Programming" and the skill level of web application of a student is measured by the score of the programming homework assignments given in the first half of the program contest, each of which a student should complete individually. The programming achievement score of a group is the sum of all the prerequisite subject scores of its group members. The web application skill's score of a group is obtained by summing all the homework scores of its group members. The race outcome of a group is obtained by averaging T-scores of the tour lengths that are provided by the group. The presentation contest outcome of a group is estimated by the average of T-scores of points marked by all the members of the other groups. Here, the T-score used in the case study is defined as score−average standard deviation + 50. The class of "Program Contest" in 2010 consists of 12 groups whose scores are listed in Table 5 .
Let a pair of (x * ,ŷ * ) and (x ′ * , y ′ * ) be an optimal solution of (3.2). Then, we have (x ′ * , y ′ * ) ∈ E and we define (x ′ * , y ′ * ) as an improvement target of (x, y). Some type of inputs are difficult to be reduced from the current input activity x. In this case study, the input reduction is undesirable from the educational point of view. Reduction of inputs of Table 5 requires the group to decrease the programming achievement level or the skill level of web application. Requiring members of the group to reduce their individual achievement and skill levels is inconsistent with educational goals of the prerequisite subject, "Fundamentals of Computer Programming", and the first half in "Program Contest". Therefore, reduction of inputs means purging some members from the group, which is against a goal of group study in "Program Contest". In such case, improvement target of an activity (x, y) needs to prohibit any decrease of input-levels from the current ones. Consider that any input level of improvement target x ′ * must not be less than that of the current level x. By adding a side constraint x ′ ≥ x into (3.2), we formulatê are given in Table 6 and Table 7 , respectively. It follows from two tables 6 and 7 that two inefficiency group rankings based onf wp and f wp x coincide. In the tables, the third column to the last one show an optimal solution (x ′ * , y ′ * ,x * ,ŷ * ) for each group that separates (x ′ * , y ′ * ) and (x * ,ŷ * ) in the upper row and in the lower row, respectively. All the lower rows (x * ,ŷ * ) of two tables coincide with the inputoutput data of Table 5 . Therefore, by comparison between the lower and the upper rows we check the difference between current input-output activity and its improvement target. The inefficiency measuref wp shows in Table 6 that two groups 1 and 2 have an output whose improvement target level is less than the current level. For example, group 1 has improvement target level (59.103) of output 2 is less than current one (59.503). Furthermore, for all groups other than efficient groups 4 and 12, the improvement target levels of the two inputs are less than the current levels. The input reduction of improvement target is inappropriate as an educational application to "Program Contest". The inefficiency measuref wp x (x, y) having constraints of nondecreasing inputs x ′ ≥ x provides all improvement target levels x ′ * of two inputs that are not less than the current ones x. For all inefficient groups, the improvement target x ′ * has exactly one input whose level is greater than the current one of x and the improvement target y ′ * has two outputs whose levels are greater than the current levels y. The improvement target output levels y ′ * of an inefficient group are feasible output levels if the inefficient group sufficiently exploits improvement target input levels x ′ * ≥ x. The following two points can be included as the final comment to all inefficient groups:
• To what extent programming achievements or web application skills must be improved, • To what extent the two outcomes can be simultaneously increased.
Conclusions and Future Research
This study has shown a counterexample such that a family off p gives a negative answer to the open problem raised by Pastor and Aparicio [15] . Adding constraints of an improvement target that dominates the assessed activity into 
